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Kate Thompson disguises herself as a boy and takes to the gritty plains looking for answers -- and justice.
What she finds are untrustworthy strangers, endless dust and heat, and a surprising band of allies, among
them a young Apache girl and a pair of stubborn brothers who refuse to quit riding in her shadow. But as
Kate gets closer to the secrets about her family, a startling truth becomes clear: some men will stop at
nothing to get their hands on gold, and Kate's quest for revenge may prove fatal.
Six of Hearts - L H Cosway 2020-02-16
When Jay Fields, world-renowned illusionist, walks into her dad's law firm, Matilda is struck speechless.
Not only is he one of the most attractive and charismatic men she's ever met, he's also a mystery to be
solved. Jay wants to sue a newspaper for defamation, but all is not what it seems. Matilda is determined to
discover the true story behind Jay, however, when he becomes an unexpected roommate, she is not ready
for how he will wheedle his way into her affections and steal her heart. The man is a mystery wrapped in an
enigma, and though she can't yet see the bigger picture, Matilda can't resist following along for the
thrilling and heart-stopping ride.
Fence: Disarmed - Sarah Rees Brennan 2021-05-18
The boys of Kings Row head to France with exes, rivalries, and secrets in this fun and hilarious novel by a
New York Times bestselling author—inspired by the award-nominated comic series by C.S. Pacat and
Johanna The Mad. The boys of Kings Row are off to a training camp in Europe! Surrounded impressive
scenery and even more impressive European fencing teams, underdog Nicholas can't help but feel out of
place. With the help of a local legend, though, he and the rest of the team finds it within themselves to face
superior fencers, ex-boyfriends, expulsion, and even Nicholas's golden-boy, secret half-brother, the
infamous Jesse Coste. Will Aiden and Harvard end up together, though? En garde! The second installment
of this enticing original YA novel series by Sarah Rees Brennan, rich with casual diversity and queer selfdiscovery, explores never-before-seen drama inspired by C.S. Pacat's critically acclaimed Fence comic
series. Text and Illustration copyright: © 2021 BOOM! Studios Fence(TM) and © 2021 C.S. Pacat
Charlie Travesty - K. J. Sutton 2020-07-08
A CITY RULED BY VAMPIRES. A FORBIDDEN ROMANCE. A SOCIETY TORN APART BY
REBELLION.Charlotte Travesty lives in a world of comfort. Glittering nightclubs, a lavish mansion, and a
staff of humans at her beck and call. Being a royal vampire means her future is secured-all she has to do is
get through the Awakening, an ancient ceremony every vampire experiences when they come of age that
determines their future.But when her Awakening arrives, everything changes in one terrifying instant. Cast
from her home and rejected by the royal family, Charlie is forced into a life of fear and brutality. Where
creatures called weepers live in tunnels below the city, kept at bay by an unlucky sector of fighters
enslaved by the very king who banished her. And now Charlie finds herself among the ranks.Just when she
thinks things can't get worse, Charlie is partnered with the infamous bounty hunter Noah Forrest and
enlisted to investigate increased weeper attacks and illegal vampire venom dealing. She finds an
unexpected ally in him, despite his ability to get under her skin like nobody else. With Noah at her side and
the human she's come to care deeply for on the other, Charlie discovers that nothing is what it seems in the
world she thought she knew.Amidst endless turmoil and so many unanswered questions, only one thing is
certain... Charlie Travesty's Awakening is just the beginning.

Videohound's Golden Movie Retriever 2000 - Martin Connors 1999-08
Describes and rates more than twenty thousand videos, and provides indexes by theme, awards, actors,
actresses, and directors
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk - Kelli Estes 2015-07-07
A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired by true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and
atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two women determined to do the right thing and the power of our
own stories. The smallest items can hold centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is exploring her deceased
aunt's island estate when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the house. As she peels
back layer upon layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a young
Chinese girl mysteriously driven from her home a century before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells in silk,
Inara uncovers a tragic truth that will shake her family to its core—and force her to make an impossible
choice. A touching and tender book for fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson.
Nowhere but Here - Katie McGarry 2015-05-26
An unforgettable new series from acclaimed author Katie McGarry about taking risks, opening your heart
and ending up in a place you never imagined possible Seventeen-year-old Emily likes her life the way it is:
doting parents, good friends, good school in a safe neighborhood. Sure, she's curious about her biological
father—the one who chose life in a motorcycle club, the Reign of Terror, over being a parent—but that
doesn't mean she wants to be a part of his world. But when a reluctant visit turns into an extended summer
vacation among relatives she never knew she had, one thing becomes clear: nothing is what it seems. Not
the club, not her secret-keeping father and not Oz, a guy with suck-me-in blue eyes who can help her
understand them both. Oz wants one thing: to join the Reign of Terror. They're the good guys. They protect
people. They're…family. And while Emily—the gorgeous and sheltered daughter of the club's most
respected member—is in town, he's gonna prove it to her. So when her father asks him to keep her safe
from a rival club with a score to settle, Oz knows it's his shot at his dream. What he doesn't count on is that
Emily just might turn that dream upside down. No one wants them to be together. But sometimes the right
person is the one you least expect, and the road you fear the most is the one that leads you home. Look for
Katie McGarry’s latest poignant and thrilling title in her Thunder Road series, Walk the Edge.
The Public Image - Muriel Spark 1968
Frozen - Erin Bowman 2014-04-15
This second book in Erin Bowman's gripping Taken trilogy will thrill fans of dystopian sci-fi series like
Michael Grant's Gone and James Dashner's Maze Runner. Gray Weathersby has escaped Claysoot and
uncovered the truth behind the Laicos Project and the Order's twisted plans. Determined to fight back, his
small group of rebels is on the hunt for more answers and more allies—a search that will take them on a
harrowing journey across a frozen wasteland, and even deeper into a world built on the Order's lies. In
Frozen, discover more of the nonstop action and riveting plot twists that made Marie Lu, New York Times
bestselling author of the Legend trilogy, call Taken "an action-packed thrill ride from beginning to end."
Vengeance Road - Erin Bowman 2015
When her father is murdered for a journal revealing the location of a hidden gold mine, eighteen-year-old
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of war takes place gradually and often invisibly. Rob Nixon focuses on the inattention we have paid to the
lethality of many environmental crises, in contrast with the sensational, spectacle-driven messaging that
impels public activism today.
VideoHound's Golden Movie Retriever - Jim Craddock 2001-08
Describes and rates more than twenty thousand videos, and provides indexes by theme, awards, actors,
actresses, and directors.
Retribution Rails - Erin Bowman 2017
Ten years after the events of Vengeance Road, Reece Murphy, who has been forced to join the Rose Riders
gang, must work with aspiring journalist Charlotte Vaughn to get free.
9 Days and 9 Nights - Katie Cotugno 2018-05-01
In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller 99 Days, perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Morgan Matson,
Molly Barlow finds herself in Europe on her summer vacation, desperately trying to forget everything that
happened a year ago. But over the course of nine days and nine nights, her whole life will be turned upside
down once more. . . . Molly Barlow isn’t that girl anymore. A business major at her college in Boston, she’s
reinvented herself after everything that went down a year ago… After all the people she hurt and the family
she tore apart. Slowly, life is getting back to normal. Molly has just said I love you to her new boyfriend,
Ian, and they are off on a romantic European vacation together, starting with scenic London. But there on a
tube platform, the past catches up to her in the form of Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own parallel vacation
with new girlfriend Sadie. After comparing itineraries, Ian ends up extending an invite for Gabe and Sadie
to join them on the next leg of their trip, to Ireland. And Molly and Gabe can’t bring themselves to tell the
truth about who they once were to each other to their new significant others. Now Molly has to spend 9
days and 9 nights with the boy she once loved, the boy whose heart she shredded, without Ian knowing.
Will she make it through as new and improved Molly, or will everything that happened between her and
Gabe come rushing back?
Love, Lucas - Chantele Sedgwick 2015-05-05
A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of loss, second chances, and first love, reminiscent of
Sarah Dessen and John Green. When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother, Lucas, to cancer, she thinks
she’ll never recover. Between her parents’ arguing and the battle she’s fighting with depression, she feels
nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom suggests they spend a few months in California with
Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to give it a try. In
California, Oakley discovers a sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house. Once they’re settled,
Mom hands her a notebook full of letters addressed to her—from Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day, she
realizes how much he loved her, and each letter challenges her to be better and to continue to enjoy her
life. He wants her to move on. If only it were that easy. But then a surfer named Carson comes into her life,
and Oakley is blindsided. He makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is surprised by how much she
cares for him, and that’s when things get complicated. How can she fall in love and be happy when Lucas
never got the chance to do those very same things? With her brother’s dying words as guidance, Oakley
knows she must learn to listen and trust again. But will she have to leave the past behind to find happiness
in the future? Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a
broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle
grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play
Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the
environment, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Bane - L. J. Shen 2018-04-16
Bane Naked surfer. Habitual pothead. A con, a liar, a thief and a fraud. Last I heard, he was extorting the
rich and screwing their wives for a living. Which is why I'm more than a little surprised to find him at my
threshold, looking for my friendship, my services, and most puzzling of all-looking humbled. Thing is, I'm on
a boycott. Literally-I cut boys from my life. Permanently. Problem is, Bane is not a boy, he is all man, and
I'm falling, crashing, drowning in his sweet, perfect lies.

Tempting Fate - Pamela Clare 2017
A woman with no roots... Naomi fled the cult-like nightmare of her childhood and learned to rely on one
person-herself. Her resourcefulness keeps her alive during a catastrophe in the mountains, but it's no help
at all when it comes to Chaska Belcourt, the sexy EMT who saves her life. Raised to feel shame about her
body and sex, she is putty in Chaska's hands as he strips away her armor, exposing the vulnerable woman
beneath, awakening desires in her that she'd been taught to ignore. A kiss that changes everything...
Chaska Belcourt grew up on the reservation, the son of a hereditary Sun Dance chief. He left all of that
behind for a new life in Colorado as an engineer with an aerospace firm and a member of the elite Rocky
Mountain Search & Rescue Team. He doesn't share his sister's belief that fate led him to find Naomi. But
from the first moment their lips touch, he can't get enough of her. A love that transforms... As the passion
between them turns into something more, Chaska is forced to admit that his sister is right. There's no other
way to explain the depth of his feelings for Naomi-or the fact that he and his people might hold the key to
unraveling the mysteries of her past. But she will have to learn to trust again before the two of them can
find the answers she needs-and claim this once-in-a-lifetime love.
Books - 1958-08
Stolen - Erin Bowman 2014-02-04
In this thrilling 100-page digital prequel novella, enter the world of Taken, a heart-pounding dystopian sci-fi
series from Erin Bowman. Before Gray Weathersby uncovered the truth about Claysoot and the Laicos
Project, a girl named Bree came of age in the coastal settlement of Saltwater—and made her own
surprising journey to the world beyond its borders. In Stolen, discover the story of Bree's life before she
was Snatched from her home, before she joined the rebellion, and before she met a boy named Gray. . . .
Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Jack and Jill - James Patterson 2017-01-01
The third novel in the bestselling Alex Cross series ____________________________________ 'No one gets this big
without amazing natural storytelling talent - which is what Jim has, in spades. The Alex Cross series proves
it.' LEE CHILD, international bestselling author of the Jack Reacher series
____________________________________ Washington DC is under siege and Detective Alex Cross has work to do.
A controversial Senator is found murdered in his bed and a young girl is savagely killed. Alex Cross is under
pressure from both sides and faced with an impossible choice. Alex must do the impossible but the people
of Washington aren't safe, and the clock is ticking before the killer sets their sights on their ultimate target.
Can he catch the killer behind these nefarious crimes in time?
Dustborn - Erin Bowman 2021-04-20
Delta of Dead River sets out to rescue her family from a ruthless dictator rising to power in the Wastes and
discovers a secret that will reshape her world in this postapocalyptic Western mashup for fans of Mad Max
and Gunslinger Girl. Delta of Dead River has always been told to hide her back, where a map is branded on
her skin to a rumored paradise called the Verdant. In a wasteland plagued by dust squalls, geomagnetic
storms, and solar flares, many would kill for it--even if no one can read it. So when raiders sent by a man
known as the General attack her village, Delta suspects he is searching for her. Delta sets out to rescue her
family but quickly learns that in the Wastes no one can be trusted--perhaps not even her childhood friend,
Asher, who has been missing for nearly a decade. If Delta can trust Asher, she just might decode the map
and trade evidence of the Verdant to the General for her family. What Delta doesn't count on is what waits
at the Verdant: a long-forgotten secret that will shake the foundation of her entire world.
Tormentor Mine (Tormentor Mine #1) - Anna Zaires 2017-03-28
"Darkly addictive and hauntingly beautiful, Peter and Sara's story will stay with you long after you read the
final words." —Julia Sykes, USA Today bestselling author He came to me in the night, a cruel, darkly
handsome stranger from the most dangerous corners of Russia. He tormented me and destroyed me,
ripping apart my world in his quest for vengeance. Now he's back, but he’s no longer after my secrets. The
man who stars in my nightmares wants me.
Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor - Rob Nixon 2011-06-01
“Slow violence” from climate change, toxic drift, deforestation, oil spills, and the environmental aftermath
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looking for girl-powered sports stories…find[ing] plenty to like.”—Booklist “Tessa's ferocious
competitiveness is appealing.”—Kirkus Reviews “[The Football Girl] serve[s] to illuminate the appropriately
complicated emotions both of a young romance and of pursuing a dream. Heldring writes with insight and
restraint.”—The Horn Book
With This Man - Jodi Ellen Malpas 2018-03-20
Jesse Ward is back in the newest novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling This Man series! "The raw
emotion and vulnerability is breathtaking." - RT Book Reviews "Super steamy, emotionally intense" - Library
Journal Life is good for Jesse "The Lord" Ward. Perfect, actually. He still has the charm, he's in great shape,
and he still reduces his wife, Ava, to a pool of desire with a mere look. He's in full control, just how he likes
it. But Jesse's perfect world falls apart when a terrible accident lands Ava in the hospital with a lifethreatening head injury. Devastated and angry, he feels like his entire existence hangs in the balance. He
cannot survive without this woman's love. So when she finally comes around, his shaking world begins to
level out. But his nightmare doesn't end there. It's only just begun. Because his wife can't remember the
last sixteen years of her life. That's all of him. All of their time together. He is a stranger to her. Now Jesse
must do whatever it takes to find her memories . . . and help her fall madly, passionately in love with him all
over again.
The Girl and the Witch's Garden - Erin Bowman 2020-06-23
The Secret Garden meets Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children in this rich, charming middle grade
adventure about a girl determined to infiltrate her grandmother’s enchanted garden with the help of some
magically gifted friends. Mallory Estate is the last place twelve-year-old Piper Peavey wants to spend her
summer vacation. The grounds are always cold, the garden out back is dead, a mysterious group of children
call the property home, and there’s a rumor that Melena M. Mallory—the owner of the estate and Piper’s
wealthy grandmother—is a witch. But when Piper’s father falls ill, Mallory Estate is exactly where she finds
herself. The grand house and its garden hold many secrets—some of which may even save her father—and
Piper will need to believe in herself, her new friends, and magic if she wants to unlock them before it’s too
late.
The New York Times Index - 1999

Choker - Elizabeth Woods 2012-03-01
Sixteen-year-old Cara Lange has always been a loner, even more so since she moved away from her best
and only friend, Zoe, a few years ago. Cara mostly spends her time avoiding the popular girls who call her
'choker' after a humiliating incident in the cafeteria, and watching Ethan Gray from a distance, wishing he
would finally notice her. Then one day Cara comes home and finds Zoe waiting for her. Zoe's on the run
from problems at home, and Cara agrees to help her hide. With Zoe back, Cara's life changes overnight.
Zoe gives her a new look and new confidence, and before she can blink, Cara is flirting with Ethan and
getting invited to parties. And best of all, she has her best friend to confide in again. But just as quickly as
Cara's life came together, it starts to unravel. A girl goes missing in her town, and everyone is a suspect ~
including Ethan. Worse still, Zoe starts behaving very strangely, and Cara begins to wonder what exactly
her friend does all day when she's at school. You're supposed to be able to trust your best friend no matter
what, but what if she turns into a total stranger?
Sheer Madness - Andrew McKenna 2014-11-02
A successful man's maniacal descent into emotional hell. Following repeated losses in family court,
estrangement from his young sons, and the resulting depression, he checks himself into the psychiatric
ward. Five months later he is indicted by a Federal Grand Jury for crimes that could put him in prison for
20 years. Sheer Madness is a story fo love, anguish, the fog of human experience, and the promise of
resilience.--Back cover.
The Night Shift - Alex Finlay 2022-03-01
From the author of the breakout thriller Every Last Fear, comes Alex Finlay's electrifying next novel The
Night Shift, about a pair of small-town murders fifteen years apart—and the ties that bind them. One of the
Best or Most Anticipated Books of 2022: Newsweek • PopSugar • E! News • Goodreads • Book Riot •
BookBub • The Nerd Daily • SheReads • Novel Suspects • Crime by the Book • London Times A Library
Reads Selection—Best Book Voted By Librarians for March 2022 “The night was expected to bring
tragedy.” So begins one of the most highly-anticipated thrillers in recent years. It’s New Year’s Eve 1999.
Y2K is expected to end in chaos: planes falling from the sky, elevators plunging to earth, world markets
collapsing. A digital apocalypse. None of that happens. But at a Blockbuster Video in New Jersey, four
teenagers working late at the store are attacked. Only one inexplicably survives. Police quickly identify a
suspect, the boyfriend of one of the victims, who flees and is never seen again. Fifteen years later, more
teenage employees are attacked at an ice cream store in the same town, and again only one makes it out
alive. In the aftermath of the latest crime, three lives intersect: the lone survivor of the Blockbuster
massacre who’s forced to relive the horrors of her tragedy; the brother of the fugitive accused, who’s
convinced the police have the wrong suspect; and FBI agent Sarah Keller who must delve into the secrets
of both nights—stirring up memories of teen love and lies—to uncover the truth about murders on the night
shift. Twisty, poignant, and redemptive, The Night Shift is a story about the legacy of trauma and how the
broken can come out on the other side, and it solidifies Finlay as one of the new leading voices in the world
of thrillers.
The Football Girl - Thatcher Heldring 2017-04-04
For every athlete or sports fanatic who knows she's just as good as the guys. This is for fans of The Running
Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Grace, Gold, and Glory by Gabrielle Douglass and Breakaway: Beyond
the Goal by Alex Morgan. The summer before Caleb and Tessa enter high school, friendship has blossomed
into a relationship . . . and their playful sports days are coming to an end. Caleb is getting ready to try out
for the football team, and Tessa is training for cross-country. But all their structured plans derail in the final
flag game when they lose. Tessa doesn’t want to end her career as a loser. She really enjoys playing, and if
she’s being honest, she likes it even more than running cross-country. So what if she decided to play
football instead? What would happen between her and Caleb? Or between her two best friends, who are
counting on her to try out for cross-country with them? And will her parents be upset that she’s decided to
take her hobby to the next level? This summer Caleb and Tessa figure out just what it means to be a
boyfriend, girlfriend, teammate, best friend, and someone worth cheering for. “A great next choice for
readers who have enjoyed Catherine Gilbert Murdock’s Dairy Queen and Miranda Kenneally’s Catching
Jordan.”—SLJ “Fast-paced football action, realistic family drama, and sweet romance…[will have] readers
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Part of Our Time - Murray Kempton 2012-10-17
Through brilliant portraits of real persons who created the myths and realities of the 1930s, the Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist Murray Kempton brings that turbulent decade to life. Himself a child of the time,
Kempton examines with the insight and imagination of a novelist the men and women who embraced,
grappled with, and in many cases were destroyed by the myth of revolution. What he calls the “ruins and
monuments of the Thirties” include Paul Robeson, Alger Hiss, and Whittaker Chambers, the Hollywood Ten,
the rebel women Elizabeth Bentley and Mary Heaton Vorse, and the labor leaders Walter Reuther and Joe
Curran.
Long Way Home - Katie McGarry 2017-01-31
Don't miss the next stunning Thunder Road novel from acclaimed author Katie McGarry!
The Awakening - Kate Chopin 2016-07-04
The Awakening, originally titled A Solitary Soul, is a novel by Kate Chopin, first published in 1899. Set in
New Orleans and on the Louisiana Gulf coast at the end of the 19th century, the plot centers on Edna
Pontellier and her struggle between her increasingly unorthodox views on femininity and motherhood with
the prevailing social attitudes of the turn-of-the-century American South.
New York Herald Tribune Book Review - 1958
Elegy for April - Benjamin Black 2010-04-13
Quirke—the hard-drinking, insatiably curious Dublin pathologist—is back, and he's determined to find his
daughter's best friend, a well-connected young doctor April Latimer has vanished. A junior doctor at a local
hospital, she is something of a scandal in the conservative and highly patriarchal society of 1950s Dublin.
Though her family is one of the most respected in the city, she is known for being independent-minded; her
taste in men, for instance, is decidedly unconventional. Now April has disappeared, and her friend Phoebe
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Griffin suspects the worst. Frantic, Phoebe seeks out Quirke, her brilliant but erratic father, and asks him
for help. Sober again after intensive treatment for alcoholism, Quirke enlists his old sparring partner,
Detective Inspector Hackett, in the search for the missing young woman. In their separate ways the two
men follow April's trail through some of the darker byways of the city to uncover crucial information on her
whereabouts. And as Quirke becomes deeply involved in April's murky story, he encounters complicated
and ugly truths about family savagery, Catholic ruthlessness, and race hatred. Both an absorbing crime
novel and a brilliant portrait of the difficult and relentless love between a father and his daughter, this is
Benjamin Black at his sparkling best.
That Weekend - Kara Thomas 2021-06-29
"A bold and expertly plotted page-turner." --Courtney Summers, New York Times bestselling author of
Sadie From the author of The Cheerleaders, comes a thriller about best friends on a weekend getaway that
goes horribly, dangerously wrong. THREE BEST FRIENDS, A LAKE HOUSE, A SECRET TRIP -- WHAT
COULD GO WRONG? It was supposed to be the perfect prom weekend getaway. But it's clear something
terrible happened when Claire wakes up alone and bloodied on a hiking trail with no memory of the past
forty-eight hours. Now everyone wants answers--most of all, Claire. She remembers Friday night, but after
that . . . nothing. And now Kat and Jesse--her best friends--are missing. What happened on the mountain?
And where are Kat and Jesse? Claire knows the answers are buried somewhere in her memory. But as she's
learning, everyone has secrets--even her best friends. And she's pretty sure she's not going to like what she
remembers.
Plain Kate - Erin Bow 2010-09-01
Plain Kate lives in a world of superstitions and curses, where a song can heal a wound and a shadow can
work deep magic. As the wood-carver's daughter, Kate held a carving knife before a spoon, and her wooden
charms are so fine that some even call her "witch-blade" -- a dangerous nickname in a town where witches
are hunted and burned in the square.
Come Back to Me - Mila Gray 2015-12-08
In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine and his best friend’s sister plunge into a
forbidden love affair while he’s home on leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks on her door, Jessa’s heart
breaks—someone she loves is dead. Killed in action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother or her boyfriend…
Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on leave and dangerously drawn to his best
friend Riley’s sister, Jessa—the one girl he can’t have. Exhausted from fighting his feelings, Kit finally gives
in, and Jessa isn’t strong enough to resist diving headfirst into a passionate relationship. But what was just
supposed to be a summer romance develops into something far greater than either of them expected.
Jessa’s finally found the man of her dreams and Kit’s finally discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice
everything for. When it’s time for Kit to redeploy, neither one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa vows to wait
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for him and Kit promises to come home to her. No matter what. But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine
Chaplain to break her heart, she can’t help but feel that Kit has broken his promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or
Riley? Her brother or her boyfriend? Who’s coming home to her?
Taken - Erin Bowman 2013-04-16
Fans of Incarceron by Catherine Fisher and Variant by Robison Wells won't want to miss this magnetic first
book in a gripping dystopian sci-fi series. Marie Lu, New York Times bestselling author of the Legend
trilogy, raves that Taken is "an action-packed thrill ride from beginning to end. More, please!" Gray
Weathersby has grown up expecting to disappear at midnight on his eighteenth birthday. They call it the
Heist—and it happens to every boy in Claysoot. His only chance at escape is to climb the Wall that
surrounds Claysoot. A climb no one has ever survived . . .
A Taxonomy of Love - Rachael Allen 2018-01-09
A YA romance—with a sparkling commercial voice and a dash of science—that explores a relationship over
six years The moment Spencer meets Hope the summer before seventh grade, it’s something at first sight.
The pair become fast friends, climbing trees and planning world travels. After years of being outshone by
his older brother and teased because of his Tourette syndrome, Spencer finally feels like he belongs. But as
Hope and Spencer get older and life gets messier, the clear label of “friend” gets messier, too. Through
sibling feuds and family tragedies, new relationships and broken hearts, the two grow together and apart,
and Spencer, an aspiring scientist, tries to map it all out using his trusty system of taxonomy. He wants to
identify and classify their relationship, but in the end, he finds that life doesn’t always fit into easy-tomanage boxes, and it’s this messy complexity that makes life so rich and beautiful.
VideoHound's Golden Movie Retriever 1999 - Martin Connors 1999
This comprehensive guide contains the most extensive listing of movies available on video--with 1,000 new
movies, added categories, and more--plus a multitude of cross-referencing within its 13 primary indexes.
Foxfire - Joyce Carol Oates 1994-08-01
New York Times bestselling author Joyce Carol Oates’s strongest and most unsparing novel yet—an always
engrossing, often shocking evocation of female rage, gallantry, and grit. The time is the 1950s. The place is
a blue-collar town in upstate New York, where five high school girls join a gang dedicated to pride, power,
and vengeance on a world that seems made to denigrate and destroy them. Here is the secret history of a
sisterhood of blood, a haven from a world of male oppressors, marked by a liberating fury that burns too
hot to last. Above all, it is the story of Legs Sadovsky, with her lean, on-the-edge, icy beauty, whose nerve,
muscle, hate, and hurt make her the spark of Foxfire: its guiding spirit, its burning core. At once brutal and
lyrical, this is a careening joyride of a novel—charged with outlaw energy and lit by intense emotion. Amid
scenes of violence and vengeance lies this novel’s greatest power: the exquisite, astonishing rendering of
the bonds that link the Foxfire girls together. Foxfire reaffirms Joyce Carol Oates’s place at the very summit
of American writing.
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